Family Gulet Holidays

Gulet cruises offer a perfect family sea holiday, the spacious decks, ever changing
scenery lots of swimming and sea sports,provide perfect opportunities for real fun in the sun
for the whole family.
Children learn about new and different cultures, as you visit historic towns and ancient
sites,what better way learn history, whilst experiencing things first hand.
A privately rented gulet means you have the Yacht as your own for the duration of the
rental. You don’t have to worry about other people being around, you can all totally relax
and indulge in what you enjoy most.İf some of the family want to go exlporing on land, while
the rest of the group want to stay aboard, everyone is happy and accommodated for. Also,
with meals crew can adapt to your preferred optionsand times,as they will understand your
individual needs and cater for them.

A gulet really does offer the perfect adventure experience for familes. With beautiful
destinations to embark from,including the Dalamatian coastine in Croatia which has more
than 1,000 islands to explore and anchor around, embark from Historic Dubrovnik, or Split
within easy reach of International airports. We have our own comfortable 6 cabin gulet
Sirena based there too.You may also choose the classic Turkish Blue Voyage route in the the
Aegean, or Meiterranean region, experience lots of culture, magnificent scenery,so much to
see and explore. You could also select the fantastic Greek islands in the Aegean Sea,
another splendid destination with many small islands to explore, with masses of culture and
ahistory. So not only fantastic locations to visit, but a comfortable spacious yacht as your
base, complete with a freindly and professional crew to assıst and look after you,for meals
and drinks and cleaning aboard. All is provided, bed linen great facilities. Meal packages are
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also flexible to suit your needs.
We can organise everyithing in advance, so when you arrive with your family you can
immediately relax aboardand enjoy your holiday. A really perfect family holiday,leaving
you all with wonderful memories.
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